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Agenda
• Ex Libris 

• Content management goals

• Oxford University Press 
• The metadata journey

• Sage 
• Workflows and challenges



Content 
Management 
Goals

Institutions

Ex Libris
• Cataloging
• Standardizing

• Training
• Promotion
• Cataloging
• Standardizing

• Improving the software
• Cooperation with

community and industry

Ingestion 

Search accuracy
Easy to access

Content 
Providers



Challenges

• Staying current and up to date

• Open Access

• Decline in resources

• High mobility

• Staying innovative

Cooperation, Transparency, Creativity







Metadata from OUP

Knowledgebase

XML

MARC 
records

KBART 
Files

SFTP/MFT



Metadata and MARC Creation and Delivery

XML is created as 
part of the 

publication process

Delivered to 
partners monthly

Metadata provided 
to 3rd party MARC 

supplier

MARC Records 
supplied to OUP

Delivered to 
partners monthly

MARC records 
delivered to 

KBART Manager

Combined with title 
lists and other data 
to create the KBART 

lines

Content scripted in 
to its packages and 

delivered to 
partners



KBART

MARC delivered to 
KBART team

Metadata is quality 
checked

Data sources are 
added to the KBART 

spreadsheet

Manual collection work

Titles to respective 
collections 

OA Hybrid titles get two lines 
and extra notes

Scripts run and 
delivered to the 

discovery service



Ways of Working with ExLibris

Annual Collection building

Manifest publication

Naming conventions for file types

Monthly check-ins with the Provider Relations Team
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✓ Full-text Indexing 

✓ KBART files 

✓ MARC Records

✓ Relationship Management

Content Discovery



Independence with impact



Upstream

➢ Product setup

➢ XMLs delivery setup

➢ Crossref Registration

➢ MARC XSLTs

➢ Collections setup

➢ Metadata Management

➢ Internal Teams Liaison



Librarians

Researchers

Promotes trial

Renewal

FacultiesSales

USagePost Sales

Operations

Product PurchaseOutreach

Publishing Workflows

Setup

Training

Discovery 
Checks

Decision

Demos

Discovers 
Content

Promotes Product

Reads Usage

Evidence of Value



Learning Resources



Full-text Indexing



Repository

Discovery Service Providers
(full-text and metadata)

PubMed
(full-text and metadata)

Search Engines (crawlers)

KBART Complex Workflows



KBART II Compliance Workflow

Phase Planning Strategy Phase Content Strategy Phase Audience Strategy Phase Platform Strategy

1
Components setup in the 

systems
1

prioritization model and 

on time launch
1

Enhancing audience 

profile with accurate data
1 Seamless access

2
Content production 

according to the setup
2

Creating Schematron 

rules to avoid unwanted 

delays to downstream
2

CMS is the second 

source of truth and 

Database is the first

3
Making KBART  

processes LEAN
2

Workflow and Content 

Management Tool

4
Delivery of bundles in 

KBART II compliant 

format

Enhancing customers’ 

experience with existing 

data and processes
2

Data accessibility for 

customers selection

Data Roadmap management

Learning and Effectiveness Development (LED)

LEAN Continuous Improvement

Phase 1 (Product Setup)   Phase 2 (Content Production)   Phase 3 (Quality Assurance) Phase 4 (Delivery)



SMART & LEAN Processes: MARC Records

Production notifies when content 
is ready at staging (expecting 
NO changes to ISBNs, URLs, 

etc.)

Produce draft MARC XMLs 
using an XSLT runs through CMS 

Convert MARCXML to 
MARC (.mrc) 

QA of draft MARC 
records

Send to vendor for 
Classification, 

cataloguing and LCSH

Receive final records 
from the vendor

QA of final records, 
combining batches per 

product and per 
collection

Announcement email 
from Production 

Manager

Upload final records 
and share with 

customers 

Deliver final records to 
SFTPs for Discovery 

Service Providers and 
vendors

https://confluence.sagepub.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=245014838
https://confluence.sagepub.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=245014838
https://confluence.sagepub.com/display/PTDT/4.+Quality+check+of+draft+MARC+records
https://confluence.sagepub.com/display/PTDT/4.+Quality+check+of+draft+MARC+records


Use of Taxonomy & Discipline 

BusMgt-1-3

Counsel-4-4

Edu-6-5

Business 
Environment

Counseling 
Military Veterans 

& Families

Elementary 
Behaviour

650 -
LCSH

050 -
LCC

082 -
DDC



Ideally, these three elements are necessary for seamless access.

Full-text 
Indexing in 
Discovery 
Systems

KBART 
in the 

Knowledge 
Base

MARC 
records 

in 
LMS



We’re free to do more



Complex 
Workflows

Birdseye view of 
systems outside of 

Sage

Adequate Skills 
and Knowledge

Empowering 
Systems

Content

Delay in Response 
& Strained 

Relationship
Metadata Issues

JanuaryDiscovery

KB

MARC

KBART

Timeline

Challenges



From Sales

Manisha arranged a very helpful and informative session on discoverability for

the sales team. We frequently receive questions from our library customers

related to discoverability issues, for example, not being able to find the right

package to activate in their knowledgebase. Historically we've not really

understood how to adequately answer these questions, (even if it turns out

there's a simple answer!) as the whole process on our side and the vendor

side has been a bit of a mystery. When this was raised with Manisha, she

offered to arrange a training session to go through the whole process and

actually demo some of the ERM vendor platforms for us. She arranged several

sessions to ensure everyone had a chance to attend, and these were

immensely helpful in answering our most common questions. Manisha also

created a confluence space with answers to all the FAQs we raised during the

session. This will help the sale team answer customers questions quickly

without having to look for more information and will save us so much time.

Thank you, Manisha!



From Account 

Support From Product 

Innovation

Thank you very much for the quick response 

on helping to locate EISSNs that might be 

inaccurate within our data to help provide 

this information to the appropriate teams for 

resolving before the orders are entered by 

our team.

I started exploring SAGE Explorer's 

discoverability side of things and was having a 

couple of meetings with Manisha. Manisha was 

great at explaining KBART file set up for Explorer 

and answering my questions around 

discoverability. Thank you and looking forward 

for more meetings!



From one of the 

Librarian Customers
From Sales

I don’t know what 

magic you do but 

SAGE Journals 

content works really 

well with my 

discovery system.

Manisha has been on our radar in the Sales

Team a lot lately, for all the work she's done on

discoverability. In the last few weeks, she

arranged and ran two really great sessions for

the sales team on indexing, MARC records and

KBART processes - these helped to demystify,

explain and support and were highly rated by all

attendees. Secondly, Manisha contributed to the

successful delivery of MARC records for all

library products within 2 weeks of publication

and with 100% accuracy. This prevents a huge

number of dead fish coming to the sales and

circulation teams when customers and agents

complain. We don't have to worry about this

anymore and that is fantastic. Thank you.





”Our independence allows us to remain
mission-driven for the long term”

Sara Miller McCune
Founder
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